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Scams and market volatility pose significant challenges. Although Know Your
Customer (KYC) procedures and audits play crucial roles, they may not
always suffice in mitigating fraudulent practices.

KYC and audits are crucial but insufficient to prevent fraud. INFI CDEX
Exchange offers an unique Liquidity Management system with a 48-hour
compensation plan in case of a scam. They collaboration with cybersecurity
firms, ensures our platform maximal security.

The complex operations of WEB3 entail third parties acquiring personal data
through digital asset transactions, often accompanied by elevated
transaction costs.

We safeguard our users' personal data through our innovative WEB4 concept,
the INFI Wallet. This solution transcends traditional wallets; it is a centralized
application supported by banks, offering passive income incentives for all
users, while maintaining a user-friendly and
cost effective interface.

The market can sometimes exhibit manipulative tendencies, employing
unreliable "pay first" marketing tactics and imposing steep startup fees for
projects on various Centralized Exchanges.

INFI CDEX Exchange offers fee-free startup costs for projects, providing their
community monthly passive income from Inverted Investment profit. We
safeguard traders investments with our Special Liquidity Management and
we are not storing users digital assets or wallet keys.

Back to Agenda Page

The ©SbSe Protocol governs the ecosystem, connecting the digital world with industries like food, real estate, leisure, and pharmaceuticals. The goal is to
transform it into a digital WEB4-based payment structure for cost-efficiency, energy savings, waste reduction, and financial incentives.

PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
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OpeWebFour represents the entire Inverted Investment ecosystem and operates under the
support of Inverted Investment, a reputable institution founded on INFI Holders, with INFI
serving as the primary coin/token within the Inverted Investment framework. Possessing INFI
provides a seamless means to acquire a stake in Inverted Investment. Our primary objective
revolves around collaborative creation for the community, a commitment underscored by our
transparent profit-sharing model. We distribute 60% of profits monthly, with 50% allocated in
USDT and 10% in Bitcoin, ensuring visibility and inclusivity for all stakeholders.

Our WEB4 concept integrates the SbSe Protocol within a software application, offering
comprehensive multi-blockchain solutions. This innovation empowers users across various
proficiency levels in digital finance to generate passive income. The primary objective is to
bridge conventional financial systems with blockchain technology and the decentralized domain
of cryptocurrencies. Within the realm of cryptocurrencies, our focus lies on mitigating volatility,
identifying fraudulent activities, and enhancing user security through distinctive liquidity
management strategies and a 48-hour compensation plan.

OUR BUSINESS MODEL



1-2 Billion

over 750
Million

over 1 Billion

1-2 Billion

Total Available Market (TAM): 

over 1 Billion

Serviceable Available Market (SAM):

over 750 Million

Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM):
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TARGET MARKET

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Direct Competitors Indirect Competitors

Thanks to our distinctive ©SbSe Protocol,
the Self Builder Smart ecosystem, and the
WEB4 concept, we find ourselves in a
position without direct competitors. The
transition of the ©SbSe Protocol to a
WEB4-centered payment framework,
facilitated by INFI's bank-integrated wallet,
provides users with a one-of-a-kind blend
of cost-efficiency, energy conservation,
waste reduction, and passive income. This
achievement stands as a point of pride in
our strategic implementation.

Centralized and decentralized
exchanges

Binance
Coinbase
KuCoin
Gate io 
Panckakeswap
Uniswap

Back to Agenda Page

OUR COMPETITORS



Competitive Advantage of ©SbSe Protocol

We are focusing to expand our product in everyday life. How we can
achieve that? Our primary objective is to transition the ©SbSe

Protocol into a digital WEB4-based payment structure. This
transformation aims to create a cost-efficient and energy-saving

system that minimizes waste and generates financial incentives for
both clients and consumers.

Competitive Advantage of WEB4

The integration of the ©SbSe Protocol into INFI Wallet ensures seamless and secure
transactions between various platforms, simplifying the use of cryptocurrencies for all

users without storing any personal data from its users.

Competitive Advantage of INFI Wallet

INFI Wallet, with its banking fundamentals, provides a reliable and
trustworthy platform for managing digital assets. The monthly

passive income rewards serve as an incentive for users to use the
wallet for their transactions and encourage others to do the same

Competitive Advantage of INFI CDEX Exchange

The INFI CDEX Exchange and Launchpad function as a trading venue for
cryptocurrency-focused projects that adhere to the copyrighted ©SbSe Protocol. Our
platform emphasize security, supported by top cyber security firms. Additionally, the

INFI CDEX Exchange implements a unique liquidity management approach. To
safeguard against fraud, a 48-hour compensation system is in place to protect

investors. Notably, user digital devices and wallet keys are safeguarded, ensuring
heightened security. Moreover, our platforms are cost-free for new project creators,

serving as incubator and offering users passive income opportunities.

Back to Agenda Page

ADVANTAGES



SbSe Protocol INFI CDEX Exchange

INFI Wallet/WEB4
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The INFI Wallet operates within the WEB4
framework under the governance of our
primary ©SbSe Protocol within the INFI
ecosystem. The diagram below illustrates the
growth facilitated by the INFI CDEX Exchange
and Launchpad, emphasizing the utilization of
the INFI Wallet on WEB4.

Binance, the largest cryptocurrency exchange
with 170 million users, sets a substantial
benchmark. Our ambition is to surpass this
milestone within a year through the INFI CDEX
Exchange. By 2028, our goal is for the INFI
wallet to attract over 1 billion users. Supporting
the INFI ecosystem will contribute to the
continuous growth of the INFI CDEX Exchange
and the INFI ecosystem
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INFI Wallet
WEB4 /

calculated with
daily 5 million
transactions

INFI CDEX
Exchange /

calculated with
daily $2.5 Million

revenue 

SbSe PFP - reflects
the total profits for

Inverted
Investment

Inverted Investment
monthly profit share for  

INFI holders in USDT

Inverted Investment monthly profit
share for INFI holders in Bitcoin-

based on $65K/BTC price

Transaction fees $1
0.01% / 10 volume

accumulted
100% 50% 10%

Daily transactions /
Volume

$5Million $2.5 Million $7.5 Million

Monthly total revenue
based on 31 calendar

days
$155Million $77.5Million $232,5Million $116.25Million 357,70 BTC

Monthly Expenses,
projects development,

salary, marketing,
growth

$9.3Million

Monthly reverves in
precious metals /

treasury
$83Million
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Calculations are
founded on simple
growth. The revenue
model does not mirror
the monthly growth of
the INFI ecosystem.

REVENUE MODEL
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All the funds raised have been used for development purposes,
with investors receiving INFI tokens in return.

Notes:

The existing investors consist of team members, family, and friends. Each investor has committed their funds for a 24-month
duration as outlined in our terms and conditions.
Currently, a total of $57,000 has been successfully raised.

CURRENT INVESTORS

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Q4 2023
INFI Smart Contract
INFI presale and INFI CDEX
deployment 
Testing and and audits 
Official INFI presale launch 
Wallet Connect WEB3
implementation

Q1-Q2 2024
Deployment, testing, and audits
for INFI MultiChain CDEX
Integration of ©SbSe Protocol
Development of INFI CDEX
Launchpad
Launch of INFI CDEX and project
startups
Implementation of ©SbSe PFP
Creation of the concept for INFI
Wallet/OpenWebFour
Rollout of INFI CDEX Launchpad
Formulation of Marketing Strategy
Commencement of Project
Startups

Q4 2024
Setting up milestones for INFI
Blockchain development
Expanding ©SbSe Protocol
Application Integration across
different industries
Preparing for Inverted Investment
with 13 unique projects on INFI
CDEX, starting with the innovative
Wear To Earn NFT Metaverse
Game
OpenWebFour release
Publishing the 2025 Business
Roadmap

Q3 2024
Collaboration growth with Centralized and
Decentralized Exchanges - Expanding INFI CDEX
Incorporation of ©SbSe Protocol software and INFI
CDEX integration into the application
Launch of INFI on INFI CDEX
Integration of 200-300 cryptocurrency trading pairs
into INFI CDEX
INFI CDEX Availability on App Store and Play Store for
iOS and Android users
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


INFI Treasury ($)
2492000

INFI Liquidity ($)
1000000

SbSe Protocol ($)
1000000

WEB4 Development ($)
1000000
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INFI Liquidity $1,000,000

The INFI token's total supply amounts to 2 million
tokens, with 1.5 million tokens allocated for sale to
generate $5.9 million. The resulting funds will be
distributed as detailed below:

USE OF FUNDS

SbSe Protocol $1,000,000

WEB4 Development $1,000,000

Metaverse Project $150,000

Nexo Integration $50,000

INFI Treasury $2,492,000

Marketing, CDEX Upgrade $300,000 Nexo
 Integration ($)

50000

Marketing & CDEX upgrade 
($)

300000 

Metaverse 
Project

($)
300000 



THE TEAM
Co-Founder

Head of Growth

Éva Meggyesi
CEO / Founder

Odon Oszkar Horvath
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Thank you for your time! Reach out 
to us for questions.

COO - Co Founder
 Head of Europe

Sven Schönwald

CTO - Head of Expansion
Europe

Geza Fekete

Head of Partnerships
Europe

Tamas Varga

info@invertedinvestment.com

supportt@inffimultichain.com 

BOOK A CALL WITH USBOOK A CALL WITH USBOOK A CALL WITH US

https://www.linkedin.com/in/geza-fekete-2596402a0/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/eva-meggyesi-9146462a0/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sven-sch%C3%B6nwald-6ba476249/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/odon-oszkar-horvath-4a0208228/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tamas-varga-a7a0122ab/
https://calendly.com/info-7xk/30min
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